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The invitation to comment upon Jeffrey Alexander’s The Meanings of Social Life: A Cultural Sociology is a great honor. Jeffrey Alexander is acknowledged nationally and internationally as one of contemporary sociology’s most insightful and distinguished social theorists. The Meanings of Social Life: A Cultural Sociology is Alexander’s agenda-setting contribution to the sociological study of culture.

Alexander’s book is a remarkably coherent collection of eight essays that address his vision of theory and culture as well as outlining a research orientation, “The Strong Program in Cultural Sociology.” The Meanings of Social Life is the culmination of more than fifteen years of work. The arguments that it develops and the research agenda that it advances have evolved institutionally as well as theoretically. Alexander be-
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IS THE “STRONG PROGRAM” STRONG ENOUGH?
Lyn Spillman
Notre Dame University

In The Meanings of Social Life, Jeff Alexander has given us a powerful programmatic call for cultural sociology—and for sociology more generally. The main point of the book is to explain, exemplify, and promote a “strong program in cultural sociology.” The first chapter, written with Phil Smith, lays out the core claims of this program, later illustrated in a series of dramatic and sometimes virtuoso case studies. It’s a real pleasure to think through the rich detail of the book, which will surely attract a lot of well-deserved attention, becoming an important signpost for cultural sociologists and a symbol of cultural sociology. Rather than examining the detailed arguments themselves, though, and because of the book’s importance as a programmatic statement, I want to reflect here on the more immanent question of the extent to which this book succeeds in terms of its own goals. Is the “strong program” strong enough?
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gan to develop the “strong program” with his graduate students, members of the Culture Club, at UCLA, and he has now moved the project to Yale. Alumni of his graduate seminars and the “Club” at UCLA occupy positions in major American universities and contribute regularly to scholarly journals. During Alexander’s tenure at UCLA, the sociology department became one of the leading graduate departments in the country in the field of Cultural Sociology.

The Meanings of Social Life has two logics: the first focuses upon meaning and morality and deals with evil and Alexander’s formulation of “cultural trauma;” the second involves a plea for a grounded cultural analysis exemplified in his case studies of the Holocaust, Watergate, and American Civil Society. I will briefly describe what is analytically salient in each of these two logics.

The “Problem of Meaning” is manifest in Chapter One where Alexander presents his vision of culture as: Not a thing but a dimension, not an object to be studied as a dependent variable but a thread that runs through, one that can be teased out of, every conceivable social form. Culture for Alexander is an assumption, not a proposition, so it cannot approach normal science as some sociologists of culture would have it. I will return to this methodological point when I address the second logic of the book—the “strong program.” But in short, cultural analysis can and should be rigorous even if it does not engage in hypothesis-testing. Alexander views culture as “thick” in the Geertzian sense, and focused description, not random impressionistic description, best captures this “thickness.”

Alexander’s conception of meaning is not narrowly restricted to his definition of culture. He has a larger agenda which his discussion of evil reveals. Alexander exhorts us to examine the sociological role of evil. He labels this phenomenon “sacred evil”—a term that he borrows from Kant’s idea of radical evil. Alexander imbues the “sacred evil” with sociological significance by embedding it in specific historical contexts and events and looking to the institutions that supported those events. Particularly important in this respect is the final chapter of the book where Alexander analyzes the visions of the world that dominated mid-20th century social science. He begins with post-war functionalism and modernization theory and ends with contemporary neo-modernism—showing that intellectuals have had a key role in defining good and evil throughout the 20th century. Particularly clever here is his analysis of the changing valence accorded the terms—market, capitalism, nationalism, human rights.

The discussion of “sacred evil” puts the role of intellectuals and public life squarely on the sociological agenda and Alexander’s arguments resonate with the emerging emphasis upon public sociology within American sociology. Lastly, even though he shies away from saying it explicitly, Alexander’s emphasis upon evil, sacred/profane and cultural trauma recasts contemporary theory so as to valorize a social morality or ethic. In this respect Alexander’s 21st century project displays a kinship resemblance to the sociological projects that Emile Durkheim and Max Weber undertook as they confronted the problem of meaning in their world—19th and 20th century industrializing and nationalizing Europe.

Alexander’s “Strong Program,” the second logic of the book, is explicitly aimed at sociology as a discipline. While acknowledging the merit of recent contributions to sociology of culture, Alexander argues that these contributions are incomplete because they fail to capture the ontology of culture—or what is cultural about culture. Alexander describes the “strong program” as a blend of hermeneutics and structural analysis. The strong program focuses on contrasting social narratives that move in time and space or in terms that combine sociology and anthropology. I describe Alexander’s method as comparative and historically embedded thick description. The advantage of Alexander’s approach is that it takes whole conceptual units at one point in time and analyzes those units as they move through time and space.

Chapter 2, “The Social Construction of Moral Universals,” illustrates the strong program and is so well constructed that it stands almost as a monograph within a monograph. This chapter analyzes how the Holocaust was transformed from a description of what happened to the Jews in Germany and Eastern Europe at the hands of the Nazis to a “bridging metaphor” for generalized evil that has meaning beyond the specific time and space within which is historically embedded. In the immediate post-war period, Holocaust was not a term in public discourse. Nazi atrocities and death camps were discussed as what Alexander terms a “progress narrative” that identified the Allies, particularly Americans, liberating Jews from the camps. In the “progress narrative,” humanity, not inhumanity, triumphed. Gradually beginning in the 1960s, a “death narrative” began to emerge and Shoah, or Holocaust entered public discourse.

Alexander relies on a vast array of data from news media, television, education texts as well as popular films to make his case. His discussion of the Holocaust museum in Washington, D.C. is particularly compelling. Alexander makes the argument that over time the Holocaust became a term for “engorged” or “sacred evil” that any group that had experienced collective cultural trauma could appropriate. The Holocaust became a “bridging metaphor,” a general metaphor for societal evil that is recognized as such by a global public.

Alexander’s development of the concept of “bridging metaphor” underscores yet another dimension of the “strong program”—the incorporation of literary theory and method to analyze social phenomena. Alexander speaks of metonymy, metaphor and social drama and invokes Aristotle’s Poetics to highlight the sociological importance of catharsis. From an analytic perspective, the value added of turning to literary theory, particularly theories that focus upon drama and performance, is that it permits Alexander to include emotion within the study of culture. Emotion is central to analyzing the patterns of resonance and recognition that concern cultural sociologists.

The Meanings of Social Life is an extraordinarily rich contribution to cultural sociology and to sociology in general. It addresses large and important problems. A short commentary such as this does not do justice to the book’s breath and depth. I have no doubt that terms such as “cultural trauma”, “engorged evil” and “bridging metaphor” will become part of the sociological lexicon. I know that they will become part of my sociological lexicon.
Meaning and meanings are, according to Jeff Alexander, socially constructed to their core and sociologists must track their emergence through institutions and social discourses. Reinvigorating the ancient study of rhetoric and rhetorical frames as serious, meaning-making cultural structures, Jeff Alexander analyzes how we come to understand significant recent historical events, including the Holocaust and Watergate. But his larger aim is to connect cultural structures to social institutions and actions. Meaning matters in Jeff’s vision of society - not just strategic, self-interest or rational processes of cause and effect, but meaning at deep, existential, visceral levels. Continuing also in the modern tradition of scholars such as political theorist Murray Edelman, literary critic Kenneth Burke, and sociologist Richard Harvey Brown, Jeff tracks the pathways of what he calls “socially constructed subjectivity.” Collective meanings that we hold to be obvious and natural - from manifestations of evil to epiphanies of goodness - only become obvious because they activate “moral textures and delicate emotional pathways by which individuals and groups come to be influenced by them.” (p.5)

The basic building blocks for Jeff’s analytical schema are binary oppositions, moral valences that are ultimately interconnected to form mythical cultural narratives of, for example, democracy and counter-democracy. Thus the methodology of these empirical studies is to identify the key binary oppositions that surface in the discourses that make the events make sense to their various constituencies and audiences. So, for example, in the chapter on the “Civil Discourse of American Civil Society”, democracy and counter-democratic tendencies are tracked along pairs of opposed types of actors (active vs passive; reasonable vs hysterical) types of social relationships (open vs secret) and types of social institutions (rule regulated vs arbitrary). Binarism, as the structuralists taught us, is a powerful mechanism of cognition and feeling. And deployed, as it is in this book, to illuminate the discursive moves of such political scandals and crises as the Teapot Dome scandal and the Iran-Contra crisis, it reveals the attempt by actors and institutions to associate themselves with the democratic side of the polarities. But binarism also finds its methodological limits. There may be occasions and situations that elude even the agile maneuverings of such a metacode. Such an occasion was the Clinton/Lewinsky political scandal where no intuitive metacode managed to take hold and resolve the disjunctive nature of the binary building blocks. Rather, the basic binarism actually seemed to be short-circuited by the many contradictory scenarios at play in the evolving event. Jeff himself writes, in critiquing Foucault, that: (p.19) “There is little room for a synchronically arranged contingency that might encompass disjunctions between culture and institutions.” More explicit focus in the book on these disjunctions might have pushed the methodology even further.

For my money, the best parts of the analysis in this book take on such disjunctures (for example, in the evolving narrative of “the Holocaust”). But perhaps too often, the focus in the book is on the more predictable workings of a mechanism of meaning-making, moving through and with the cultural material at hand. Something of the very “delicacy” (Jeff’s word) and singularity of the moral textures and the emotional pathways gets lost in the process. So while Jeff is absolutely right to maintain that sociologists and other analysts of culture tend to be tone-deaf to norms and emotion, I would contend that Jeff is himself somewhat tone-deaf to the significance of the singular. He is appreciative of the cultural analyses of Clifford Geertz, who famously called upon anthropologists to “generalize within the case” but he distances himself from Geertz, asserting his own aim to recognize, “the autonomy and centrality of meaning but not develop a hermeneutics of the particular at the expense of a hermeneutics of the universal.” What does a “hermeneutics of the universal” mean though? I think there is a real contradiction embedded in this formulation that reflects a basic conundrum of the book. Jeff Alexander is rightly renowned for his theoretical analyses and syntheses. His intellectual aim is high and he hews to a sociological principle of illuminating universal concepts. But hermeneutics must begin with the particular, the singular - certainly to move back and forth from it to the general principle or type it represents - but also to hold it up as a thing in itself, an object to be grasped from the inside and the outside. This means that the analyst’s attention should be literally torn between the object and the world that made the object possible. A split loyalty, really, and I feel that Jeff’s attention is still more on the world that conjures up the object than on the object itself; the analysis loses specificity as a result.

The “Cultural Trauma and Collective Identity” chapter shows the strengths of Jeff’s commitment to the general in its brilliant and original theoretical advances in the theory of trauma.

ENDNOTES

1 My contribution is based upon my remarks at an Author Meets Critics session at the Midwest Sociological Association Meetings, April 16, 2004, Kansas City, Kansas. I wish to thank Eleanor M. Miller for inviting me to participate in that session and Jeffrey Alexander and Robert Antonio for their thought provoking comments.

2 The discussion of Ann Swidler’s Talk of Love in the Winter 2004 issue of this newsletter provides an interesting comparison on these points (Culture 18:2).

3 As many readers of this newsletter will know, Public Sociology was the theme of the 2004 American Sociological Association Meetings as well as the subject of Michael Burawoy’s Presidential Address.
Cultural trauma is linked to identity—the trauma is thus always about the threat to identity of a collectivity, regardless of the specificity of the event. Jeff traces cultural traumas through the institutional mediations of their “hauntings” (legal, scientific, aesthetic and so forth) as various institutions constitute and attempt to manage them. A keen sociological insight of this, and several of the chapters involves the variable epistemological trajectories of “similar” events and the work of social actors and institutions in this process. Of a number of tragic events Jeff asks: “Why have these horrendous phenomena of mass suffering not become compelling, publicly available narratives of collective suffering to their respective nations, let alone to the world at large?” His answer is that: “Carrier groups” have not emerged with the resources, authority or interpretive competence to powerfully disseminate these trauma claims.” (106) Through a series of hypothetical alternative interpretations of the meanings of world historical events, Jeff demonstrates the persuasiveness of his social constructivist position and reminds us of the literally scores of dramatic, collective catastrophes that might have claimed our attention.

Which brings me to my final question and perhaps critique. As I noted earlier, Jeff aims high. In this book he dares to take on evil itself. Deconstructing different social renderings of evil, and with echoes of Durkheim, Jeff writes that: (119) “Societies construct evil so that there can be punishment; for it is the construction of and the response to evil that defines and revives the good. One should not, then, confuse, the aesthetic imagining of evil, the vicarious experiencing of evil, much less the intellectual exploration of evil with the actual practice of evil itself.” “The actual practice of evil itself” seems a phrase from a different world—a world outside of social constructivism and sociological analysis. It suggests something absolute, a value statement that does not rely on “carrier groups” for its ontological status. So the question I pose here is: how can we make room in our theories and our lives for both the absolute and the socially constructed? How do we adjudicate between them? How do we create a theoretical language whereby they can communicate with each other? I think Jeff may be up to the task if he decides to take this on.

One outstanding strength of this work is the clarity with which it communicates the idea that meaning-making processes should be placed at the center of sociological understanding and analyzed on their own terms. Cultural sociologists believe that meaning-making shouldn’t be bracketed or reduced; that meaning isn’t transparent; that cultural structures must be analyzed for their independent effects in social processes. The “strong program” entails such a commitment to understanding culture as an autonomous field, specified here in terms of a rich hermeneutic reconstruction of the binary codes, narratives, and symbols which are essential to meaning-making. This is the real innovation and “value added” for sociology in cultural analysis, but it’s difficult to fully communicate to broader sociological publics, who find cultural realism and theoretical imports from the humanities hard to swallow.¹ This book helps us make some of our assumptions and theoretical tools less opaque.

So, perhaps, we’ll no longer hear sociologists assuming that it’s just obvious and natural that people might think a particular way, that you can bracket out meaning-making processes and still understand social processes. For instance, I’m hoping it will no longer be possible to assume, without further explanation, that sheer number of contacts—without attention to their ritual intensity—measures intensity of network ties and influences outcomes like dependence, or cohesion. Despite cultural sociology’s occasional and narcissistic conviction that the cultural turn is complete, these sorts of bracketings of meaning-making processes are common, even if fewer sociologists these days will say explicitly, with Tilly, that cultural explanation “evokes a dubious agent and fails to specify how that agent creates effects in social life.”²

Theoretically, then, this book makes an important contribution by articulating what everyone should know about the core, “value-added” contribution of cultural sociology to the social sciences. That would be enough, but the case studies also help demonstrate what a “strong program” looks like. What’s more, they treat compelling and somewhat neglected subjects—the Holocaust, collective trauma, evil, political scandals, technology, even the deep mythical grounding of theory. This is hot, morally engaged, and critical sociology, and that won’t do any harm in communicating the theoretical message either.

For instance, the close analysis of changes in the meaning of the Holocaust demonstrates that analyzing cultural structures offers empirical insight even beyond what we can read in the well-developed literature on collective memory. The detailed story of a change from progressive to tragic narrative interpretation, of shifting coding of Jews and anti-Semitism, of pollution by analogy, and, overall, of the ways symbolic extensions and emotional identifications are generated which eventually encourage universalization of the Holocaust as a symbol shows the explanatory power of cultural structures, and it’s also an

---
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excellent example of how analyzing cultural structures helps understand change. The other case studies also show, in various ways, how the “strong program” generates important empirical insights. The analysis of binary codes underlying American political discourse (co-authored with Smith) adds weight to the claim that we need to see cultural structures as analytically independent of social relations, by demonstrating how long-lasting some structured discursive fields can be. We also see very clearly that in order to have conflict, you need shared culture first– a neglected insight of Simmel’s which, I think, is an important reason for doing cultural sociology. And the final chapter of the book, on what Raymond Williams might have called “structures of feeling” grounding major movements in sociology like modernization theory, is a really interesting read that should get wide currency among sociologists. These illustrations and the others help us show what sociologists will miss without treating meaning-making processes on their own terms.

But is the “strong program” strong enough? Will the book succeed in its programmatic goals? Is this what we need to place meaning-making processes at the center of sociological understanding? I don’t think the program articulated here is as strong as it should be. A really strong program, I’d suggest, will engage and integrate the contributions of other positions– other ways of looking at culture, and other ways of doing sociology– more comprehensively and flexibly.

Methodologically, we need to note that the cases here are almost all intense, conflicted, and exceptional: even the analysis of the early meanings of computer technology is conducted in dramatic terms of sacred and profane– leaving aside, for instance, such tendentious cultural constructions as routine efficiency. This analytic focus leaves a lot of territory that sociologists cover uncharted. Some of our students and colleagues could come away from this book with the impression that cultural sociology was ceding all those social processes which are not ritualized or conflicted or morally fraught to more structural analysis. The program needs strengthening with test cases, not best cases.

People should study whatever engages them, of course, and dramatic cases do help communicate the core ideas. But this methodological selectivity also indicates a theoretical elision which a really strong program would need to address. What happens to culture in the mundane realm, in flat circumstances, in those social processes which take up the bulk of most sociologists’ attention?

Jeff is right to note (e.g. 77; 172-74) that routinization of effervescent moments doesn’t imply that meaning disappears, and that we need to add the category of “routine” to Durkheim’s categories of sacred and profane (186, 262 n.11). But we’re given few tools to understand mundane meaning-making processes. As a result, some readers might still assume that meaning is transparent in mundane social processes– assume simple rationality, for instance. This is the fundamental reason I’d argue that this “strong program” in cultural sociology isn’t yet strong enough.

To illustrate this limitation with an example from an arena I’ve been examining recently, think of the recent Enron scandal, and recall the photograph of Enron chief Kenneth Lay in handcuffs reproduced with relish across front pages and broadcast for days in July 2004. Many sociologists could formulate a quick ideology critique, about how, for instance, highlighting a few deviant actors doesn’t address the systematic issue of geometrically increasing differences between the very wealthy and everyone else in the last twenty years. The “strong program” would rightly go beyond this, to analyze how the narrative and coding of this moral drama nevertheless makes it socially meaningful. These contrasting analyses are both important and true: but I’m arguing here that a strong program in cultural sociology should help more directly with a third sort of issue, how to understand the mundane mixes of categories, narratives, codes, and symbols which naturalize routine economic action, and how they play out (cf.134, 144). Similarly, shifting the ground of the analysis of political discourse, or discourse about technology, from highly charged contexts to the realm of the mundane would require analytic tools beyond those offered in this book.

Mundane meaning-making differs from meaning-making in ritually heightened moments or morally charged discourses because unlike in the dramatic times, it typically mixes “culture structures” in messy multivocal ways. First, individuals and groups recognize, express, and act on a variety of sometimes contradictory sets of meanings. Second, discourses themselves may often be multivocal, mixing up different binary codes, different sorts of narratives. This mundane messiness can’t be bracketed for analytic purposes, because it raises the question of what meanings get mobilized when. Since, in this mundane world, the available options are all potentially meaningful, we have to look beyond discourse structure to understand why some things get said in a particular context and others don’t.

But to strengthen the program in this way, to apply better to mundane circumstances, we’d need to engage and include a lot of the contributions to cultural sociology that the “strong program” so far dismisses. “To make room for a genuinely cultural sociology,” we’re admonished, we need to “speak out against false idols, to avoid the mistake of confusing reductionist ... approaches with a genuine strong program” (26). But the supposedly opposing approaches the theory pollutes as “weak” offer many resources to extend the reach of cultural analyses and deepen their significance. Why not engage them in depth, and use what they offer?

Some important resources are offered, for instance, by those cultural sociologists who think through the ways institutionalized processes of cultural production shape the availability of discourses in particular contexts (conceptual resources more precise than the somewhat pro-forma references to “monopoly of the means of cultural production,” to “carrier groups” and to “institutional arenas” mentioned in Meanings, e.g. 93, 97-103, 159). Others are offered by those who theorize taken-for-granted, normative practices in interaction, shaping the availability of discourses in particular group contexts. Still more are offered by those working on culture and cognition, helping understand the ways institutional and group contexts are maintained through shared categorization when the emotional intensity of sacred and profane attachments is inactive. As I’ve suggested elsewhere, exploring meaning-making “in the text” does not exclude concurrent exploration of meaning-making “on the (interactional) ground” and “in the institutional field,” and many of us necessarily integrate these different levels of analysis in our work– as the author himself has recently done.
This book is important for the clarity and liveliness with which it communicates the core ideas and real innovations cultural sociology offers the discipline, and I hope that it’s widely read. Nevertheless, the “strong program” isn’t strong enough, because of its methodological and theoretical selectivity. It’s usually unfair to castigate authors for not doing something different, but in the interest of continuing to build a really strong program for culture, we need to recognize here that more careful synthesis of the rich theoretical resources now at our disposal will extend its range and depth.
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something to someone — assumed that signs acquire their meanings within communities of sign users, and therefore that thinking is an inherently social enterprise. Using a different kind of argument — and despite his objections to pragmatism — Durkheim tried to show much the same thing in The Elementary Forms. But while it is true that Durkheim often trotted out language as the premier example of a social fact, and insisted that humans see the world through the lens of collective representations, only Peirce offered us the vision of an external environment for human action that presents itself to actors as constituted entirely of semiotic bits, as Eugene Halton and others have tried to show. Peirce did not descend into radical constructivism. But a clear implication of his argument is that processes of meaning-rendering, far from being restricted to particular domains of human affairs, like those of art or literature, are fundamental to all human thought and action, and depend to a significant extent on the content of particular semiotic systems. From this vantage point, culture — which I take to denote, among other things, meaning-rendering as it occurs within such systems — is a core dimension of all social action. By the same token, however, the fact that culture has a role to play in every social action everywhere, across the enormous range of situations that humans find themselves in and what Geertz called the “radical varionsness” of different sociohistorical configurations, makes it extremely unlikely that any single sociological theory of culture is going to adequately explain all cultural dynamics. This does not mean we should stop trying to develop conceptual vocabularies and theoretical tools that have relevance beyond particular empirical cases or across empirical domains. But we should not imagine that any single theoretical system is going to capture all or even most of the complexity, especially across widely dissimilar contexts.

In my view, the great achievement of Jeffrey Alexander’s The Meanings of Social Life is to insist, on both theoretical and empirical grounds, on the centrality of meaning-rendering in human affairs, and to argue passionately against approaches to the sociology of culture that seek either to treat culture only as an independent or dependent variable, or to reduce all cultural processes and dynamics to overarching mechanisms like those that work to reproduce social inequality. But in advancing a “strong program” for the field, Alexander is sometimes prone to forget the implications of the very Peircean insight that makes his case against reductionism so compelling: namely, that given the ubiquity of culture, to insist on studying it from any one vantage point alone is folly. Pluralism and pragmatism have to be the preferred metatheoretical strategies.

The idea of culture’s ubiquity is at the core of Alexander’s project. His essay on the strong program, written with Philip Smith and reprinted to lead off the book, takes it as an article of faith that “to believe in the possibility of a cultural sociology is to subscribe to the idea that every action, no matter how instrumental, reflexive, or coerced vis-à-vis its external environments... is embedded to some extent in a horizon of affect and meaning” (12). From Alexander’s perspective, the problem with what he calls “weak programs” in the sociology of culture — and here he includes the Birmingham School, Bourdieu, Foucault, American production of culture studies, and neo-institutionalism — is that, though regarding meaning as having a crucial role to play in a variety of social processes, they tend to grasp meaning in thin and unpersuasive ways, and fail to recognize that semiotic systems may contain their own internal structures that shape and constrain action, such that culture is not an infinitely malleable resource that social structures and institutions can manipulate at will. To point the way toward a more satisfactory approach, which he designates “cultural sociology,” Alexander synthesizes a number of lines of inquiry. From Geertz and Ricoeur, he borrows the insight that cultural systems can be analyzed as texts. From Levi-Strauss comes the idea that such systems are often structured in terms of binary oppositions, and he follows Durkheim in regarding these as tied to notions of sacred and profane. Taking a cue from narrative theorists, he considers how specific types of narrative shape meaning, and drawing on the work of sociologists influenced by pragmatism’s model of action, like Swidler and Emirbayer, he suggests that the relationship between actors and culture is one of active deployment rather than passive colonization. The empirical chapters that follow, most of which have also appeared elsewhere, use this synthetic framework to analyze a variety of cultural configurations, from the construction of the Holocaust as a universal signifier of evil to the discursive codes undergirding American civil society to shifting understandings among intellectuals since World War II of the trope of modernization.

A key theoretical construct for Alexander is the notion of culture’s “analytic autonomy,” which his former student Anne Kane has written about in a well-known Sociological Theory Endnotes

article. Focusing her attention on problems in historical sociology, Kane distinguishes the analytic autonomy of culture from its concrete autonomy, viewing these as aspects of the sociohistorical situation that come into relief at different moments in an investigation. Grasping culture’s analytic autonomy requires that the sociologist “artificially” separate out from any historical situation the operative cultural and (relatively) non-cultural elements in order to determine whether the former comprise a coherent system or structure, a significant meaning-complex. In the second analytic moment, the insights garnered from this procedure are then brought together with a consideration of relevant “material” factors in order to isolate the causal contribution of culture’s own internal structuring for some particular historical outcome. This position is consistent with Alexander’s own: “Only after having created the analytically autonomous culture object does it become possible to discover in what ways culture intersects with other social forces, such as power and instrumental reason in the concrete social world” (14). Seeking to illustrate the value of this approach, which Alexander regards as akin to Husserl’s epoché, the empirical essays in the volume — while occasionally discussing “material” factors — remain for the most part at the level of analytic autonomy, charting cultural structures and deep meanings.

Herein can be found both the strength and weakness of the book. The idea that sociologists should devote some of their energies to understanding in a rich and nuanced way the meanings operative in particular domains of human life, especially domains that impinge upon large numbers of actors, is important indeed. This is a project mainstream sociology has become suspicious of in recent years, despite the flourishing of the sociology of culture. Today, it seems — Alexander is right about this — sociologists of culture are interested in meaning only to the extent that it is imbriicated with other social processes, like those having to do with inequality or legitimation, and can be shown to have causal significance for various outcomes. Investigations that explore cultural meanings for their own sake, particularly those that are more attuned to cultural holes than to the distribution of meanings across social position, tend to be written off. The days of The Lonely Crowd, or even Habits of the Heart — books that sought to identify and critically assess the lines of meaning around which American culture coheres — are long past. But this leaves an enormous and consequential gap in our knowledge of the social world. At best as presently practiced, the sociology of culture offers us analyses of meaning within a wide variety of social milieu, but few sweeping visions of dominant cultural trends and tendencies. Many sociologists no doubt see this as a sign of the field’s health rather than of its decay, but certainly the public at large takes great interest in the question of what are the distinctive features and moral implications of the cultural worlds they inhabit. Sociology used to serve as a critical resource for helping people acquire new and better perspectives on these orientations, but as the sociology of culture has moved in other, more mechanistic directions, non-academic readers are increasingly turning to tendentious pundits, like David Brooks, for thoughts in this regard, or sometimes to those working in the field of cultural studies, whose idiosyncratic theoretical and methodological commitments often result in books that are speculative and far-fetched. This is territory sociology should recover. Indeed, European theorists like Giddens and Beck and Bauman have been trying to do so for years, through with mixed results, owing to their very limited use of empirical data. A few American sociologists of culture — one thinks of Robert Wuthnow or Barry Glassner — have been more successful. Alexander deserves great praise for arguing in such a prominent forum that it is an important project in its own right to tease out the central meanings and meaning-complexes at play at particular sociohistorical junctures, including the present; and for assuming that efforts to do so are more valuable to the extent they do not remain oblivious to human interests and values, and hence do not assume a strict separation between the normative and the empirical. This, it seems to me, is where sociologists of culture have the greatest potential to contribute to the project of “public sociology.”

At the same time, it is not at all clear why this teasing out must, in the name of preserving culture’s analytic autonomy, restrict itself to the particular set of concepts upon which Alexander has seized. Yes, in some cultural configurations the opposition between sacred and profane is of critical importance. But there are many others where the coding of core elements is far more ambiguous and multidimensional, and fails to follow the model of binary structuring, or where the sacred/profane dichotomy, though operative, is less important than other cultural constructions. For example, while the code of American civil society may treat democracy as sacred and its opposite profane, other key elements in the code, such as government and its functions, lie in a different register. While liberals may like government where conservatives tend to be suspicious of it, it is neither — except to a few extremists on either side — sacred to the former nor profane to the latter, but rather an institution seen, depending on the historical circumstances, as more or less necessary, efficient, authentic, legitimate, corrupt, helpful, threatening, massified, etc. It seems to me that a study is no less an example of cultural sociology if, in the interests of exploring meaning, it eschews the notions of sacred and profane where these are not relevant, or concerns itself less with narrative structures, say, than with the substantive content of particular cultural codes. But Alexander sometimes make it seem as though cultural sociology is an all or nothing affair: either you are with him in his neo-structuralism or against him. To be sure, he ends his essay on the strong program with an explicit call for pluralism, and acknowledges that “weak program” approaches may have their place. But this very phraseology, which of course harks back to foundational statements in the sociology of scientific knowledge, asserts the sacredness of Alexander’s approach over against the profaneness of other approaches. This type of polemical rhetoric may be important for starting an intellectual school, but unless it is recognized that culture in its complexity will be more effectively analyzed the greater the number of competing schools, it could all too easily lead to the unjustifiable practice of ignoring or downplaying alternative approaches, rather than regarding them as forging conceptual and theoretical tools that, in certain circumstances, may well shed maximal light on some problem. And this is not simply a matter of “weak program” approaches making contributions to “fields from demography to stratification to economic and political life” (26), for “weak program” concepts may sometimes prove crucial to understanding meaning itself, as in the case of fashion, where the fashion-
able is always constructed in opposition to an unfashionable other representing a different class position. Understanding this construction may or may not require use of the concept of habitus, but here, as elsewhere, it makes little sense to completely bracket off cultural from material factors. Therefore, while I am deeply appreciative of Alexander’s contributions to the sociology of culture, I like them more because they point us toward a new set of analytic tools and concepts — and because they reorient us toward the study of meaning — than because they lay out the singular program the field must follow if it is to be successful. Given the nature of culture, it is better to be a distanced admirer of a variety of theoretical programs than an acolyte of any.

**CENTRAL PROBLEMS IN CULTURAL SOCIOLOGY: A REPLY TO MY (FRIENDLY) CRITICS**

Jeffrey C. Alexander, Yale University

It is a pleasure to receive thoughtful criticism, especially when mixed with more than faint praise,¹ and in the following I will not resist the temptation to occasionally evoke this praise as ballast. My primary concern, however, is to address the criticisms of *Meanings*, which are also general concerns of cultural sociology.

(1) Theoretical generalization/empirical singularity

As I assert in the preface to *Meanings*, this book presents my developing theoretical program for cultural sociology in an empirical form. Having stripped from the original essays most of their explicitly theoretical integument, I have embedded abstract ideas in the concreteness of empirical cases, allowing them to become presuppositions rather than propositions, with the hope that, if my interpretive skills are sufficient, empirical reality will seem to speak their name.

Robin Wagner-Pacifici wonders whether I have succeeded. Does not such a dual ambition, to reference theoretical generality and embed empirical interpretation, represent a “basic conundrum,” in which abstraction is, in fact, pursued at the expense of hermeneutical sensitivity? Asking “what [can] a ‘hermeneutics of the universal’ [possibly] mean,” she argues that “hermeneutics must begin with the particular, the singular … to hold it up as a thing in itself.”

Before addressing this rather stinging complaint – the phrase “somewhat tone-deaf to the significance of the singular” does not seem to imply unmusical merely in Weber’s sense! — I would contrast it with Lyn Spillman’s reference to the rich detail of the book as containing “a series of dramatic and sometimes virtuoso case studies,” and with Mabel Berezin’s characterization of my method as “comparative and historically embedded thick description” that gives particular attention to “specific historical contexts” and the “changing valence” of abstract terms.

Robin raises big issues for an interpretively oriented cultural sociology. There is, indeed, a long-standing dichotomy in philosophy and social science theory between nomothetic and idiographic, between the generalizing and law-like, on the one hand, and the unique and case-specific, on the other. Yet, even as efforts to analyze cultural sociologically have so often foundered on the shoals of this dangerous divide, it has been energetically sustained by each side: uniqueness and “sensibility” by humanities (against the supposed hardness and unmusicality of the natural sciences) and tough-minded generality by the sciences (against the relativism and “merely descriptive” qualities of interpretation).

Readers of *Culture* are only too well aware of how this binary has been transposed into a debate between cultural (“relativistic”) and institutional (“objective”) sociology. One of my central points in *Meanings* is to suggest that this dichotomy has also invaded, and deeply affected, the sociology of culture itself. The field is torn between interpretively oriented and more “scientific” models. Practitioners in the former, “interpretive” camp, which includes not only the specific “strong program” I advance in *Meanings* but the work of many other cultural sociologists, including the writings of my friendly critics, are conspicuous for the unblushing manner in which they incorporate theories and methods from the humanities. By contrast, those who take an “objective” approach want to stamp out “Geertzian” relativism by employing natural-scientific methods and by reflecting the ephemeralities of meaning with the reflection of what is supposed to be the visibilities and common senses of social structure, e.g., Ann Swidler’s *Talk of Love*, the topic of this newsletter one year ago.

In the development of my cultural sociology, I have argued against understanding interpretive reconstruction as relativist, idiographic, idealistic, or unscientific.² Meaning is central to the construction and force of every social object; such meanings can be accessed only through interpretation; interpretation is a subjective action inspired and limited by the life experience of the observer. If Dilthey is right so far, this self-understanding of hermeneutics must be criticized as well. Experience is not purely personal and idiographic. Theoretical traditions represent a subset of extra-individual experience that always informs interpretive reconstructions. These universalizing inputs allow a certain anti-particularistic universalism to mediate the cultural-sociological efforts to explain/interpret the world. So do the rationalizing meta-methodological commitments of social science itself.³

The implications of this argument for cultural-sociological practice is that objects can never be looked at in their own terms, simply “in themselves.” Their meanings are reconstructed, moreover, not only in terms of our personal experience but in terms of our theories, which themselves specify the broad and barely visible presuppositional disagreements

---

¹ Theoretical generalization/empirical singularity

² Meaning is central to the construction and force of every social object; such meanings can be accessed only through interpretation; interpretation is a subjective action inspired and limited by the life experience of the observer. If Dilthey is right so far, this self-understanding of hermeneutics must be criticized as well. Experience is not purely personal and idiographic. Theoretical traditions represent a subset of extra-individual experience that always informs interpretive reconstructions. These universalizing inputs allow a certain anti-particularistic universalism to mediate the cultural-sociological efforts to explain/interpret the world. So do the rationalizing meta-methodological commitments of social science itself.

³ The implications of this argument for cultural-sociological practice is that objects can never be looked at in their own terms, simply “in themselves.” Their meanings are reconstructed, moreover, not only in terms of our personal experience but in terms of our theories, which themselves specify the broad and barely visible presuppositional disagreements
that divide general sociology. So the conundrum is not necessarily a forced choice, and, at any rate, it certainly cannot to be avoided. The tension between universal and particular characterizes every effort at cultural interpretation, whether it is self-consciously theoretical or not. Robin herself recognizes this, and implicitly critiques her own critique when she rightly notes that, in analyzing the particular object, it is "certainly" necessary "to move back and forth from it to the general principle or type it represents." The question, then, is balance. Empirical validity, which in cultural sociology means something like interpretive force, cannot be deduced from theoretical presuppositions; it is a matter of convincing the scientific community that you have revealed something true about the object itself.

(2) Neo-Structuralism and Binarism

Neil Gross explicitly applies the term "neo-structuralism" to Meanings; Robin and Lyn do so implicitly. The charge is that I approach culture in terms of synchrony and stability at the expense of diachrony and change, and, further, that the strong program is overly preoccupied with the binary organization of culture and its valuation as sacred and profane. Now, if one includes in neo-structuralism everyone from Jacobson and Bakhtin to Ecco to Jameson, such an identification does not seem like a bad place to be. It points to the extraordinary range of thinkers who have been in serious dialogue with classical structuralism, systematically correcting its one-sidedness without denying the structuredness of culture itself. But to be identified with structuralism in a more literal sense, and with the specific charges listed above, is definitely not to be desired. Can the strong program be absolved from this stigmatizing charge? Let us see.

(a) Methodology. Classical structuralism, and semiotics, has understood itself as an objective, distanced, natural science method, which establishes universal laws, uses speech as mere data, and produces explanations rather than meaning interpretation. In describing the strong program as a "structural hermeneutics," in the introduction to Meanings, Phil Smith and I explicitly have rejected this identification. My aim, more generally, has been to link these philosophical antagonists by developing an alternative, and to some degree synthetic, approach to social meanings. I welcome Mabel Berezin's description of "Alexander's method as comparative and historically embedded thick description."

(b) Binarism. Units of language, and culture more generally, are organized relationally, by constructing relations of difference and similarity. They are not organized, in the first instance, by their "true" or "intrinsic" meaning, by their "referentiality," that is, by their relation to objects or sets of relations outside the reach of socially constructed and historically specific meaning itself. That meaning is relationally constructed is widely accepted in linguistic and cultural theory, no matter how critical its attitude to classical structuralism. This explains the wide dispersion, throughout the human sciences, of certain fundamentally semiotic concepts: "Things," whether social or material, function simultaneously as signs; signs are divided into signifiers and signified; signifiers are organized by patterns of difference and similarity. The referents of signifiers — the signifieds — cannot be separated from the language of signification.

The notion of meaning by difference has most clearly been identified with Derrida, but this is merely his inflection on the semiotic traditions that spring from Saussure and Peirce. Basically the same understanding has informed cultural analysis from Weber (whose grid for religious meaning is based, not only on the narrative of salvation, but on the double binary this-worldly/other-worldly and mystic/ascetic) to Kenneth Burke (whose rhetoric of motives rests on permutations of contrasting categories) to, more obviously, Roman Jakobson, Claude Levi-Strauss, Roland Barthes, Mary Douglas, and Marshall Sahlins.

Thinkers in the latter group have insisted that relations of difference are significantly binary. What I have suggested, beyond this, is that such binary "codes" are also inflected with moral and affectual properties, which can metaphorically, evocatively, and to some degree empirically be described in terms of sacred and profane. This is, of course, to connect binary and relational theories to Durkheim's profound claim to the continuing relevance of "primitive" religion to the "religious man of today."6

(c) Open and closed, determinism and difference. The relations among signifiers is highly structured. It would not be a culture structure if it were not resistant to change; the same can be said for economic, political, and organizational forms. However, the relation between signifiers and signifieds is different. There is, in fact, no determinant relation; it is relatively open and contingent. This point was strongly emphasized in Jakobson's powerful restatement of Saussure, from the 1920s onward, which was later radicalized by Derrida.

Socialism and capitalism, for example, are meanings established relationally. Typically, though not always, this binary has also been valorized into sacred and profane. But, the relation between this signifying relation and the social understanding of any particular regime, institution, or party configuration has, for more than a century, been open-ended, a matter for bitter cultural and social dispute.

While symbols are not always classified in terms of sacred and profane, this is far more often the case than our secular society commonly believes. Is it really true, as Neil suggests, that government and its functions lie "in a different register" from cultural classification, such that, while liberals may "like" government and conservatives may "tend to be suspicious of it," government itself is seen in binary terms only by "a few extremists on either side"? By using the word "sacred" we certainly mean something like interpretive force, which establishes universal laws, uses speech as mere data, and produces explanations rather than meaning interpretation. In describing the strong program as a "structural hermeneutics," in the introduction to Meanings, Phil Smith and I explicitly have rejected this identification. My aim, more generally, has been to link these philosophical antagonists by developing an alternative, and to some degree synthetic, approach to social meanings. I welcome Mabel Berezin's description of "Alexander's method as comparative and historically embedded thick description."

The indeterminate relation between signifier and signified is one major source of openness vis-à-vis a semiotic code. The other comes from within the structures of the code itself. That
meanings are relational and uneasily joined, that the meaning of one thing can only be defined in close opposition to another, points to a source of tension and slippage from within binarism itself. The construction of purity is only a “thin blue line” away from the attribution of pollution. It is one small step to transgression, and the fear of pollution is never far away. For stigmatized objects, this suggests that the possibilities for vindication are just on the other side, and that the light of morning can be glimpsed through the darkness of night.\textsuperscript{11}

Lyn and Robin suggest that representation can elude metacoding. While there is great distance between a collectivity’s most general codes/narratives and the representation of social agents and institutions — and, thus, the indeterminacy I have just discussed between metacode and particular event — events can “evade” one code only as they are caught up in the binaries/narratives of another. Neither is the space between metacode and actual event empty. It is filled with more mediate structures, e.g., Jacobson’s “shifters” and Bakhtin’s “speech genres.”\textsuperscript{12} Metacodes are historical. They must be performed, and experienced as authenticated in pragmatic ways. Such intermediate structures as shifters and speech genres allow this flexibility to be maintained and metacodes themselves to change.

\textit{(d) Weighting.} There has been an enduring conflict, since Saussure, between the structural analysis of culture and the analysis of its performance, whether via speech (as compared to “language”), artistic creativity, or social movements and action. The performative, contingently-oriented dimension of cultural life is sometimes called poetics. In linguistic theory, poetics refers to the metonymic, as compared to the analogic: the physical placement of words next to each other, the different accents of speech, tonalities, emphatics, pragmatics, rhyming, and phonetics. We all speak the same language, but it never sounds exactly the same. In \textit{Meanings}, my most elaborately developed empirical investigations — “On the Social Construction of Moral Universalism: The ‘Holocaust’ from War Crime to Trauma Drama” and “Modern, Anti, Post, and Neo: How Intellectuals Explain ‘Our Time’” — greatly concern them.\textsuperscript{13} They refer to “code \textit{AND} narrative.” As Mabel observes, “the strong program focuses on contrasting social narratives that move in time and space”; my approach “takes whole conceptual units at one point in time and analyzes those units as they move through time and space.”\textsuperscript{13}

Codes and narratives are interconnected, but they can be teased apart analytically and empirically. The protagonists and antagonists of narratives are constructed upon the structural dichotomies of codes, but they are not determined by them. Narratives can be understood as representing a nonbinary kind of structural logic, or they can be conceived more emergently, as shapes that give temporal form to cultural construction. My approach to narratives in \textit{Meanings} is informed, in part, by my understanding that Weber located a linear and apocalyptic salvationary narrative at the heart of Western religion. Iterations of this “progressive” and often triumphal master narrative can be found throughout contemporary secular life, but they are often in tension with tragic narrations that evoke pity and terror.\textsuperscript{14} I trace this narrative tension in arguments among world-historical intellectuals, in the development of the Holocaust, in ideologies of technology.

\textit{(f) Actions, institutions, and disruptions.} Social scientists concerned with institutions and creative actions, whether individual or collective, are often reluctant analytically to reconstruct, and empirically to acknowledge, the relative independence of social discourse vis-à-vis adaptive and strategic exigencies and organization. They fear being idealist. Yet, to allow discursive structure a relative autonomy is actually to secure the basis for multidimensionality.\textsuperscript{15} The interaction of ideal and material factors is a primitive way to put this theoretical exigency, but it will do. I agree with Lyn’s assertion that “we have to look beyond discourse structure to understand why some things get said in a particular context and others don’t.” But we cannot look without it, either. Yes, “institutional processes of cultural production shape the availability of discourses in particular contexts,” but they do not create them.\textsuperscript{16}

\textit{Meanings} does concentrate, much more than most sociologies of culture, on the hermeneutic reconstruction of relatively independent culture structures, as Neil points out in his admirable discussion of analytic versus concrete autonomy in Anne Kane’s important early essay. But the studies in \textit{Meanings} are often also filled to the brim with contextualizing analysis, with attention to ethnic, religious, racial, and economic conflicts, to the cataclysmic and unexpected social effects of military victory and defeat, to failed and successful social movements, vertical rankings, exclusions, corruptions, and disruptions of all kinds. So is my collective work on cultural traumas and social performances, to which I have referred above.

\textit{(3) The problem of the routine}\n
Lyn raises the intriguing problem of the routine. Suggesting, in effect, that I have cherry picked the kind of “intense, conflicted, and exceptional” cases that would validate my strong program, she argues that the cultural understanding of \textit{routine} social life requires “analytical tools beyond those offered in this book.” I am very willing to admit that we need more analytical tools than those I have presented in \textit{Meanings}. But I wonder whether these would have specifically to with analysis of the mundane and routine? The social world, or at least vast times and places in it, can often appear be objectified and unmeaningful. Certainly, its meanings are taken for granted, and they cannot be accessed upon demand. It has always seemed to me, however, that, somehow, the meanings of even mundane social life are still there. One need only scratch the surface, and one can see them bubbling up. This the clear and enduring implication of Harold Garfinkel’s breaching experiments, which challenged the mundane order towards which actors adopt the “natural attitude,” exposing the highly normative order that lay just beneath. Victor Turner’s later studies of social drama demonstrated this for macrosociology — how “breaches” in social order expose the deep skein of sometimes fragmented, but always highly charged meanings upon which the routine operation of institutions depend.\textsuperscript{17}
The argument here is that highly charged commitments are latent, even when they are not consciously perceived. What could be more routine and objectified than market life? Yet, can prices, market decisions, or even economic organization operate without continuously drawing upon meanings that, while consciously unmarked, are structured by deep divisions between the sacred and profane?18

(4) Strong Programs

It is not surprising that Meanings’ critics look to other programs in cultural theory; what worries is their suggestion that programmatic efforts are suspect in themselves. Neil argues that “to insist on studying” culture “from any one vantage point alone is folly.” To do so leads to “the unjustifiable practice of ignoring or downplaying alternative approaches … that, in certain circumstances, may well shed maximal light on some problems.” For this reason, “pluralism and pragmatism have to be the preferred metatheoretical strategies.” Lynn suggests, in the same manner, that “a really strong program … will engage and integrate the contributions of other positions.”

Is this really how social science theory works? Do we have such independence from theoretical presuppositions? Can we choose when we will speak their language, and when not, depending on the pragmatic pay-off? Do we alter our theoretical frames in response to non-framed objects, or do we “test” theories in response to objects that are always already theoretically framed?

That such questions echo the disputes about cultural sociology in the preceding sections of this Reply is not accidental. Theory is to social scientist as culture is to social actor; metacode is to event as theoretical frame is to empirical object. Social science can no more get behind theory than social actors can evade codes. We do not pick and choose our theories according to the nature of the empirical object. If anything, our theories pick and choose objects for us. Does “organization” select right theory to analyze itself, or do competing organizational theories see different organizational things? Does the fact of cultural production necessitate “production of culture” theory? Does the existence of fashion in class society lead us to Bourdieu, to Hebdige, or Barthes? Are pluralism and pragmatism not theories themselves?

Sociological knowledge proceeds through the competition, adaptation, expansion and contraction of research programs, which rest on strong reality claims. Ignoring and downplaying is what theories do; it is the other side of paying attention and illuminating. It is only inside research programs that self-referencing and self-criticism can take place. Knowledge grows as research programs struggle to provide alternative explanations for every level of social reality that has been illuminated by its competitors.19

But if a purely pragmatic rationality is not possible, a cultural pragmatics is. This forum has focused on theoretical logic. Meanings seeks to contribute to the growth of knowledge in a more empirically-directed way. It is by this dialectic that the growth of our sociological understanding of culture will proceed.

ENDNOTES

1 For a contrasting call and response, in which criticism of Meanings, and my cultural approach to sociology more generally, are leavened only with faint praise, see Gregor McLennan, “The ‘New American Cultural Sociology’: An Appraisal” and Jeffrey C. Alexander, “Why Cultural Sociology Is Not ‘Idealist’: A Reply to McLennan,” both forthcoming in Theory, Culture, and Society. For another site of critical discussion of Meanings, see the contributions to Thesis 11 (79) 2004: 1-86.


4 That Bourdieu, in his headlong rush from cultural analysis to practice theory, ignored such wide-ranging neo-structuralism is one of my charges in “The Reality of Reduction: The Failed Synthesis of Pierre Bourdieu,” pp. 128-217 in Fin-de-Siecle Social Theory (loc. cit).


6 One can, of course, analyze social things without reference to their sign status, as non-or-anti-cultural sociologies do. But the worlds of actors and institutions can be only hypothetically objectified, that is, for heuristic purposes. Rather than actually being things, it is rather the case that their signification is so standardized and so invariant that it can, for purposes of analysis, be taken as a parameter. This is not the same thing, however, as saying that the signifying dimension of a social variable, its structured meaning, does not exist, or has no effect.

7 This connection of relational to binary and to sacred/profane is a distinctive but not an entirely controversial position. See, e.g., the focus on purity, danger, and boundary-making in the more empirical writings of such important contemporary cultural sociologists as Viviana Zelizer (e.g., Pricing the Priceless Child: The Changing Social Value of Children. New York: Basic Books, 1985) and Michele Lamont (e.g., The Dignity of the Working Man. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003).

8 The “religious man of today” is a phrase Durkheim evokes on the first page of The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, and he means to point here, of course, to religion in a post-metaphysical sense. In “The New Durkheim,” with which Philip Smith and I introduce our forthcoming, The Cambridge Companion to Durkheim (in April, 2005, Cambridge University Press), we argue that this seemingly iconoclastic claim, via the influ-
ence of poststructuralism and symbolic anthropology, has become increasingly influential in the social sciences and humanities.


10 For a discussion in Meanings of this often invisible but far-reaching binary, see "The Discourse of American Civil Society" (with Philip Smith). See “Watergate as Democratic Ritual" for a discussion, also in Meanings, of how shifting political and social currents can connect a series of different, and often antagonistic, social actors to the same civil binary, and thus produce diametrically opposed, combustible social repercussions within a relatively delimited historical time.

11 Jacobson (loc. cit) pointed out this second source of openness as well.
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Baker, Wayne. *America's Crisis of Values: Reality and Perception*. Many politicians and religious leaders assert that the US has lost its traditional beliefs and is bitterly divided over values. But is this crisis of values real? Using World Value Survey data, Baker shows no sharp moral decline in the US, rather conditions here are is not markedly different from those in the other 60 countries studied. He shows that Americans subscribe to the same core values such as family, religion, democracy, civility, education, and personal freedom. He finds however that the nation is sharply divided by arguments over the best policies for actualizing those values.

Kaminski, Marek M. *Games Prisoners Play: The Tragicomic Worlds of Polish Prisoners*. Kaminski presents an unsparing account of the life inside a Polish prison. Life there, which at first seems to be an unending round of irrational violence, becomes understandable through game theory.

Young, Alford A., Jr. *The Minds of Marginalized Black Men*. We hear much about the “culture of poverty” that keeps poor black men poor. Young, through interviews with 26 men, provides insights about how they view their prospects.

Medrona, Juan Diez. *Framing Europe: Attitudes to European Integration in Germany, Spain, and the United Kingdom*. Medrona provides an insightful empirical analysis of the contrasting attitudes to European integration held in Germany, Spain, and the United Kingdom.

Ford, Richard T. *Racial Culture: A Critique*. What is black culture? Does it have an essence? Ford explores what is gained and what is lost when the assumption is made that such an essence exists, resulting in the shaping of laws to fit this “reality.” He questions the common presumption of political multiculturalism that social categories such as race, sexual orientation, gender, and ethnicity are constrained by inherent cultural differences.

Harris-Lacewell, Melissa. *Barbershops, Bibles and BET*. Based on ethnographic research, Harris-Lockwell shifts the focus from the influence of black elites in shaping political beliefs to local elites and people in daily interaction with each other, focusing on the influence of barbershops, religious congregations and Black Entertainment Television.

Altamira Press and Rowman and Littlefield Publishers

Ellis, Carolyn. *The Ethnographic I: A Methodological Novel about Autoethnography*. Using her own personal stories, interactions with students and imaginings, Ellis illuminates the methodology of autoethnography as taught in a fictional graduate seminar.

Gajjala, Radhika. *Cyber Selves: Feminist Ethnographies of South Asian Women*. Gajjala studies women in the South Asian diaspora to learn about their building community through on-line communities.

Landres, J. Shawn and Michael Berenbaum, editors. *After the Passion Is Gone: American Religious Consequences*. Leading scholars of religion and theology ask what the Mel Gibson film and the resulting controversy reveal about Christians, Jews, and the possibility of interreligious dialogue in the U.S. The authors ask why the controversy focused on the violence, the anti-Semitism, and distortion of Scripture rather than on other issues.
Bettig, Ronald V. and Jeanne Lynn Hall. *Big Media, Big Money: Cultural Texts and Political Economics.* The authors show how the concentrated ownership of the mass media of communication influences the political economy and cultural politics. It also outlines a language of critique and a discourse for collective struggle.


**University of Minnesota Press**

Rosciogno, Vincent J. and William P. Danaher. *The Voice of Southern Labor: Radio, Music, and Textile Strikes, 1929-1934.* The authors chronicle the experience of southern textile workers and provides a unique perspective on the role of the music they listened to and sang during the great 1934 textile workers strike.

Schmidt, Ronald J. Jr. *This Is the City: Making Model Citizens in Los Angeles.* Schmidt traces the effort to script Los Angeles social life through democratic pedagogy and popular media so that residents emulate models of virtue and to coerce them to exercise passive behavior.


Chisholm, Dianne. *Queer Constellations: Subcultural Space in the Wake of the City.* Chisholm considers experimental queer writing in conjunction with Benjamin’s writing showing how a queer perspective on inner-city reality exposes contradictions obscured by narratives of progress.

**Ashgate**

Bennett, Andy, editor. *Remembering Woodstock.* Each chapter explores a specific aspect of the festival and its influence on popular music, the music industry, the rock festival tradition, and sixties nostalgia as seen primarily from the United Kingdom.

Whiteley, Sheila, Andy Bennett, and Stan Hawkins. *Music, Space, and Place: Popular Music and Cultural Identity.* Using examples from rasta, Bulgaria, Madonna, and rap styles around the world, the authors illustrate the influence of the space and place where these processes are shaped both by specific musical practices and by the pressures of political and economic circumstances.

Hyder, Rehan. *Brimful of Asia: Negotiating Ethnicity on the UK Music Scene.* In the past decade a number of bands composed of ethnic Asians have become important in the pop music world of the United Kingdom. Hyder shows how their backgrounds affect their music and their place in the tumultuous UK pop music business.